8654 HINGE SECURITY

SCREEN DOOR LOCK

Designed in Australia the 8654 Hinge Security Screen Door Lock
is manufactured to stringent quality specifications.
The range has been tested in accordance with AS4145.2-2008,
offering exceptional performance and reliability. Incorporating
the advanced safety and security feature DualSelect® the 8654
is the ideal choice when securing your home.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
 DualSelect® provides flexibility between safety and security
 Durable stainless steel face plate
 No visible screws on the exterior for a clean appearance
and additional security
 Self latching stainless steel hook bolt that deadlocks
for improved security performance
 Optional 3 point kits available for additional security.
When 3 point kit is fitted the snib activates/operates
all 3 locking points
 Handles are available in a range of polyester powdercoat
finishes to match surrounds
 Accepts Lockwood euro profile lazy cam cylinder with Kinetic
Defence technology delivering bump and pick resistance

2 stage key locking, offers safety and
security for all occupants with the options
of Safety Mode or Secure Mode when
exiting the home.
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Turning the key to the first selection
engages the safety lock, this offers
security from the outside, while allowing
occupants inside to safely exit using the
internal lever and snib.

Turning the key to the second selection
engages the secure lock, this provides
internal and external security and requires
the key to unlock the door from inside and
outside.

8653 SLIDING SECURITY

SCREEN DOOR LOCK

Designed in Australia the 8653 Sliding Security Screen Door
Lock is manufactured to stringent quality specifications.
The range has been tested in accordance with AS4145.2-2008,
offering exceptional performance and reliability. Incorporating
the advanced safety and security feature DualSelect® the 8653
is the ideal choice when securing your home.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
 DualSelect® provides flexability between safety and security
 Durable stainless steel face plate
 The only sliding security screen door lock with internal fixing
screws and no visible fixing on the external furniture plate
for additional security
 Self latching stainless steel latch that deadlocks for
improved security performance
 Optional 3 point kits available for additional security.
When 3 point kit is fitted the snib activates/operates
all 3 locking points
 Handles are available in a range of polyester powdercoat
finishes to match surrounds
 Accepts Lockwood euro profile lazy cam cylinder with Kinetic
Defence technology delivering bump and pick resistance

2 stage key locking, offers safety and
security for all occupants with the options
of Safety Mode or Secure Mode when
exiting the home.
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Turning the key to the first selection
engages the safety lock, this offers
security from the outside, while allowing
occupants inside to safely exit using the
internal lever and snib.

Turning the key to the second selection
engages the secure lock, this provides
internal and external security and requires
the key to unlock the door from inside and
outside.

